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Hartman and Ryll Nardzewski asked in [q whether there exists a non-Sidon 
set F and a continuous measure p such that 1 fi / > 6 > 0 on F. Non-Sidon 
sets with the above property were subsequently given in [5,9]. A more elaborate 
construction of a continuous measure p E M(T) so that (n: 1 /l(n)] 2 6 > O> is 
not a Sidon set and is dense in the Bohr compactification of Z is presented in [8]. 
In this paper we prove 
THEOREM. Let r be any discrete Abelian group, r^ = G. Every non-Sidon 
set EC I’ contains a non-&Ion set F so that there exists a continuous measure p, 
and p(d) = 1 for all d EF. 
Our proof is inspired by [7, Lemma 3.11, and is an adaptation of techniques 
employed in [2, 31. We shall present the proof of the theorem for P = Z, 
where Z, as usual, denotes the additive group of integers, Z” = Tits dual circle 
group. At the end, we indicate how to obtain the above result in any r, and note 
that in some groups (including Z) Sidonicity can be replaced in the theorem by 
a larger class of interpolation properties. 
Fix a sequence of positive prime integers, (pj), tending monotonically to 
infinity, and let EC E be a non-Sidon set. We note that if N is any positive 
integer, then there exists 0 < r < N so that E n (NZ + r) is non-Sidon. This 
follows simply from the fact that the characteristic function of NZ + r, for any 
N and r, is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform. Accordingly, choose 0 < r, < p, so 
that El = En (p,Z + rJ is non-Sidon. Having selected El ,..., ENdI and 
r, ,..., r,-, for N > 1, we choose 0 < r, < p, so that EN = ENvl n (p,Z+r,) 
is non-Sidon. The continuous measure whose transform equals 1 on a non-Sidon 
portion of (JL, Ej C E will be obtained as a weak* limit of trigonometric 
polynomials that are inductively defined below. For the sake of lucidity in 
presentation, we treat two cases separately. 
Case A. We assume rj = 0 for all j. Let (cj) be a sequence of positive 
numbers so that n (1 + ej) < 2. Let Fl C El be any finite set with Sidon 
constant of Fl = h(F,) < 1 (recall that for F C r, h(F) = Sidon constant of 
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F = inf~llfllm/llflla : f E CF(G), f f W Ch oose a trigonometric polynomial 
k, E L1( T) with the following properties: 
(i) HI = support(Iil) CpJ; 
(ii) k, >, 0 and I/ k, \I1 = l,(O) = 1; 
(iii> CnoF, I 1 - &@)I -c 9 . 
Set sr(t) = CnsF, (1 - x,(n)) e.e., and 
For example, k, can be chosen as follows: Let M = max{] n ] : n E F,}, and 
choose K, an integer, so that 0 < M/(2K + 1) < er/l Fl 1, where ] Fl I denotes 
the cardinality of 1 Fl I. Let k,(t) = cffdg (1 - [I j 1/(2K + l)]}eiV. We 
initialize an integer valued function J as J(0) = 0 and J( 1) = 1. We proceed by 
induction: Let N > 1, and suppose that Fi , Hi CZ, J(j) E Z, and Gj = 
k, + sj E,?(T) were selected for 1 < j < N - 1 so that 
(1) J(i) > JCi - 1); 
(2) Fi is a finite set in E,o) , and I@‘,) < l/j; 
(3) kj and si are trigonometric polynomials with spectrum in (p, *.* p,,)Z, 
so that (ii) and (iii) above are satisfied with j replacing 1; Hj = support( 
(4) if nj E Hj and CyZil wini E uy=yl Hj , where wj = 0 or 1, then all 
except possibly one of the wi’s equal 0. 
Let SN-,=Hl+*.*+HN-l, and 
MNAl > max{l k I: k E Sk,) 
be such that 
( 1 2MN--1 + 1 11 MN-1 “&j) < - 1 - N-I N 1 (5) 
is the characteristic function of S,-,). We now choose an integer J(N) > 
3-L 1) so that 
J(N) 
2 Pi > ~MN--1 . (*) 
We then select a finite set FN C E,(,,,) so that k(F,) < l/N, and as before, kN , 
sN ? and GN = kN + sN , trigonometric polynomials with spectrum in 
(I$:“ p&Z, so that (3) is satisfied with j = N. Equation (*) assures us that (4) 
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is satisfied with N replacing N - 1. Finally, letting S, = S,-, + HN , we 
choose MN > max{ j K 1: k E S,) so that 
( 1 
MN 
0 2Miv+l -&f 
x s,(i) < l/N 
N 
(note that by (*) we also have 
X+,(j) < l/(N - 1)). 
Our induction is complete. 
CLAIM. 11 nL1 G, llL1(rj < 2 for all N. 
Proof. Let I1 U I, = [0, NJ, Ir n I2 = 0. To establish the claim, it suffices 
to prove that 
(Recall n (1 + Q) < 2). It follows from (4) that (JJ k&‘(O) = 1, and since 
k, t 0 for all j, we obtain II II&Ill = 1. BY (3), II IL+ ~5 IL < IL, q. 
And since 
the claim follows. 
Let p be a weak* limit point of (I-IL, G$,r in M(T) (if necessary, pass to a 
subsequence). By (4), $ = 1 on Uy=, Fj ; from (5) and a theorem of Wiener 
(cf. [I, p. 1081) it f 11 o ows that TV is a continuous measure; by (2), UT==, Fj is 
a non-Sidon set. 
Case B. We assume that (rj)jm,r contains no constant subsequence (if Y,,~ = Y, 
we consider Uj”=, E,, - I, and apply Case A). We resort to a setting that was 
used in our previous work (e.g., [3]). W e consider @ZDl naturally imbedded 
in T: 
We let 
be the canonical injective map: (b(n), a) = eina for all d E @Z,, . In fact, the jth 
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coordinate of $(n) = tl (mod pi). It follows from the density of @iZDi in T and 
in &G p,, the Bohr compactification of &$?,, , that 
WI = W(F)) 
for all finite sets F CZ (see [3, Lemma 2.21). We construct the transform of 
our continuous measure in @Z,, , and then pull back to Z via +-l: 
LEMMA. h E l”($(z)) is in M(&?,j)^ if and only if h o 4 is in M(T)*. 
Proof. (The proof is similar to that of [3, Lemma 2.21.) By [lo, 1.9.11 it 
suffices to prove that if {q}c, is any set of complex numbers, and {ni}E1 C Z, 
then 
N 
sup 1 ajeinj2 = sup 
XCZT 1 - j=l =E @-$ ( f aj(d(%>, Xl 1, j=l 
The above follows from the definition of 4, and the density of @Z,, in both 
G,, and T. 1 
We consider (rj)T=l as an element /I E @Z, , /I(j) = rj , and note that if W is 
any symmetric neighborhood of /I in @,ZDj then there exists Ei C E so that 
(b(E,) C W. We start our induction: Let VI be any symmetric neighborhood of 0 
in @Z,, . We select a function R, E P(@Z,)^ with the properties: 
(a) R, = 0 outside VI , and RI = 1 on some symmetric neighborhood 
of 0, say Kr . 
(b) R, = fi + dl , where 
(9 f; 3 0, and IIflIltl =f(o) = 1; 
(4 II 4 IL < 43. 
The existence of such a function follows from [lo, 2.6.31 (e.g., see [2, 
Lemma 1.71). We let n be such that $(E,) - /I C Ki , and initialize J(1) = FZ. 
We let Fl C El be a finite set with Sidon constant <l. As in Case A, we let k, 
be a trigonometric polynomial in L1(&YPl) (with spectrum in @iZ,,) so that 
(c) k, >, 0 and i,(O) = /I kl (II = 1; 
(4 Cseo1)--8 I 1 - ffWl < 43. 
We set d4 = Cxsd(~l~-~ (1 - Qx))(LY, x), for OL E 4$Zsl,, . 
We now “chop” the support of x1 + $ by forming 
G, = (k + f& E C(&& 
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whereby 
and 
Hl -= support c vi, 
e, = R, + fl on Ki . 
The induction proceeds analogously to the induction in A: Let N > 1, and 
assume that we produced I’,-, and K N _ i , symmetric neighborhoods of 0 in 
@Z,, , V,_, 3 KN-i , R,-, = fN-i + d,-, E P(@ZJ, k,-i , a trigonometric 
polynomial in P(&,I), J(N - 1) E Zf, and F,+i , a finite set in EJcNel) with 
the properties: 
(1) $(EJcNP1)) - fi C KN-i , and h(FN-J (the Sidon constant of FN-i) < 
l/N - 1. 
(2) V,-, , KN-i , RNpl , and RN-i satisfy (a)-(d) with N - 1 replacing 1. 
A,-, + fNN-i is “chopped”: 6,,,_, = (&,-, + fNN-i) RNel , and HNel = 
suppor@‘& C v,-, . 
(3) (ComparewithA(4).)IfxEHj,j= I,...,N-l,and~~~lwj~i~uj”=;‘Hj 
where wj = 1 or 0, then all except possibly one of the wI’s equal 0. 
(4) (Compare with A(5).) 
N-l 
s,-, = C wknk : n, E +-l(H, + B), wk = 1 or 0 
k=l i 
and MN--1 > max{l k / : k E S,,-,) so that 
i 
xsNJi) -=c l/N- 1. 
We now choose a symmetric neighborhood of 0, V, C K,,-i so that for 
xj E Hi and wj = 1 or 0, j = l,..., N - 1, Cy=yl wixj E V, only when wi = 0 
for all j. Next, select RN E P(@Z,,)” so that: 
(a)’ R, = 0 outside V,,, , and RN = 1 on some symmetric neighborhood 
of 0, say KN ; 
(b)’ RN = fN + dN , where 
0)’ .fN 3 0, and 113~ 11~ =f(o) = 1; 
(ii)’ II 4~ Ilm < EN/~. 
Now let J(N) be such that 
(N) 
and 
+(&(N)) - p c KN . 
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We proceed to select a finite set FN C EItN) so that h(FN) < l/N, and k, , s, 
trigonometric polynomials satisfying (c) and (d) above with N replacing 1. We 
let &N = (& + fN)RN, HN = support(&) C V, , and note that GN = 
L, + fN on KN . 
Finally, denoting SN = +-l(H, + B) + ... + $-l(HN + B), we *et 
MN > max{lkJ:KESN} 
so that 
1 MN 
2M, + 1 c xsN < l’lv* -M 
N 
Our induction is now complete. 
As in Case A, we claim that 
The proof is similar to the proof in A, and we omit the details. 
Next, we obtain 
We translate ,& by fi, thus obtaining, via an application of [lo, Theorem 2.7.21 
a transform, 1?, whose support is in 4(Z) (G(x) = fi(x - p) for x E+(Z) and 0 
otherwise). And, as promised at the outset, we pull D back to Z. By (4) (and 
Wiener’s theorem), $0 + is a transform of a continuous measure ((JF==, Si r> 
support@ o +)), and by (3), 0 o 4 = 1 on (J,“=, Fj , a non-Sidon subset of E. The 
proof of the theorem for r = Z is now complete. 
The above proof can be extended easily to all discrete Abelian groups. First, 
without loss of generality, we assume that P is countable. We make the following 
two modifications in the proof: The application of Wiener’s theorem is replaced 
by 10, 56.91. @Z,j < T is replaced by some countable dense subgroup D in G 
(=P) (see [3]). In general, in order to obtain a convergent non-Sidon sequence 
4(F) in $, we must resort to Drury’s theorem (see [4], and [1, Lemma 2.31). 
However, in I’ = Z, 07-r Zmi , or any sum thereof, we can bypass “finite union 
of Sidon sets is a Sidon set” (see the start of our proof,(and [3, Lemma 1.11). 
In the latter case, we can replace Sidonicity in our theorem by a class of inter- 
polation properties that depend on equivalence of norms, and for which the 
finite union problem is still open, e.g., r1(2) sets. 
Problem. It is clear that B(F) = B,(F) (={ res ric ions t t of Fourier-Stieltjes 
transforms of continuous measures to F}) is equivalent to the statement that 
there exists a continuous measure whose transform equals 1 on F. It is a con- 
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sequence of [3, Theorem B] that the particular sets F that we obtained, for 
which B(F) = B,(F), also satisfy LFm = CF. But, in general, does any of the 
above two interpolation properties imply the other ? 
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